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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters!
Here again some inspiration, based on the words of True Father, True Mother and Heung Jin Nim:
True Father: "Why are you born? To be responsible for true love. Only in true love can you find true
value. Nothing else, not money, possessions, power or knowledge, is of value." [1]
We were born to bring our love to the level of God's love, to develop a heart that loves the way God does.
This is more than just a responsibility. It is the biggest blessing one can think of. It is far more important
than power, position, money or knowledge. All this will never bring us lasting fulfillment, but developing
God-like love does.
It is the heart of true love that we can take with us to the spiritual world. Position, money and knowledge
will be of no use there:
Heung Jin Nim: "Do you like position? Where can you go with position? How many people have taken
their position with them when they died? You must create value, that is all. Then you will have grace and
blessing from heaven." [2]
By advancing in heart and love we create real value. We create real substance, divine substance, eternal
substance. This is our real job:
Heung Jin Nim: "It is your job to go forward, and this is not just an external responsibility; it is not just
obedience to Father's latest project. It is going forward in your hearts...." [3]
Only if we go forward in heart and love every moment, can we really achieve something in life.
Otherwise we will not get very far:
Heung Jin Nim: "If you don't have the right heart first, all the organization in the world won't make any
difference. The heart is the most important thing, the heart. What is your heart? What is the content of
your heart? What is the level and depth of your heart?" [4]
Heart and love are really the key for victory in life:
True Father: "We must find the original heart. That is more crucial than anything. If we focus on the heart
we can go beyond anything in the world. If we don't go this way, everything will be burned [lost]." [5]

If we do not focus on developing our heart and love, we will lose energy, motivation and joy:
Heung Jin Nim: ".....if you just remain in your head, sooner or later you lose power. You become just a
drudging-ahead member with dogged faith and determination, but dead." [6]
Only if we grow in heart and love, will we be able to have great positive influence in the world:
True Mother: "You need to grow internally and then reach a position in which you can lead the external
world." [7]
It is easy in life to just focus on all the external things and to lose the awareness that only by constantly
focusing on advancing in heart we can be successful in every way. If we do not focus on heart, we even
lose God. And we lose true joy and happiness. Therefore Heung Jin Nim is asking us to focus on heart far
more than on anything else:
Heung Jin Nim: "So you've been very stubborn and determined in the past, and not giving up in terms of
your responsibilities But now you need to make a determined effort, ten times that determined in terms of
reaching into yourselves. That is why sometimes you felt empty because your determination was more
external, but not internal." [8]
The more we develop love and heart in our life, the more we will be successful:
True Father: "The success or failure of our lives depends on how much love we pack into those 80 years
that are given to us." [9]
Pioneering the way of true love in our life will bring us the greatest satisfaction:
True Father: "You must go and find the way to true love...This is a path which you have to go all by
yourself. It is an internal path which is very lonely at times. But knowing that you are moving toward the
greatest treasure, you can have the greatest satisfaction going this way." [10]
Sowing the seeds of true love in our life will be our greatest legacy, just as it is the greatest legacy of True
Father and Jesus!
Love from Bruno
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